
 

Taking Your Backyard Landscaping Ideas to New Heights 

 

Great backyards combine creativity and practicality. There are a number of ways that you can get a 

backyard that even your front yard envies. A pool is one idea. But if that’s not in your budget, or possible 

inside your postage stamp sized piece of property, then read on. Simple techniques like using varying 

grasses and plants can add delight and definition to even the barest of backyards. In this article, you will 

find several simple steps that can turn your yard from lacking to lovely! 

 

If you have a lot of space, using tall trees and plants around your property line can immediately define 

your yard and create a sense of closeness. Lining the edges of your yard with evergreens will give it a 

soft, elegant feel, and will keep the entire yard green throughout the year. Deciduous trees are another 

great way to achieve this same effect.  By coordinating plants and trees of different heights you will get 

a full lush feel. Some of the most beautiful yards are wrapped in tall pines and flowering trees. The 

natural groundcover that these trees provide in the form of needles and petals, also creates a natural 

sense of softness. 

 

Grassy plants are another commonly seen element in some backyard landscaping ideas. These types of 

plants come in all sizes and offer leaves of different widths, color, and patterns. Combining a variegated 

leaf and solid leaf can provide a rich texture to any yard. Hostas are great for this. Not only will they give 

the edge of your garden or lawn a beautiful rich feel throughout the year, they also have a beautiful tall 

flower that blooms briefly. There are many other types of grasses and plants that will do this same thing. 

Remember to keep the lower plants in the front, and the taller shrubs and trees in the back. 

 

If your yard is on the smaller side, try using trees such as topiaries. These trees will provide height and 

privacy, but do not fill in to the point of claustrophobia. Even condo dwellers can use these fun plants in 

large pots. Not all backyard landscaping ideas have to be dug into the ground. Colorful window boxes 

filled with pansies or petunias can brighten up any area. And the pretty foliage of a ficus or fern does 

wonders to bring that rural feel to even big city backyards. 

 

Elements such as rocks, pavers and stone walls are commonly seen in some of the best backyard 

landscaping ideas. A simple rock wall can break up an otherwise lifeless lawn. And adding walking paths 

made of natural textures like brick or slate are always good. By designing these to lead from one area of 

your yard to another, these pretty paths can draw the eye away from an expanse of green and take it on 

a fun foray.  

Using evergreens with edelweiss, fences with ferns, and pines with petunias are all great ways to take 

your backyard landscaping ideas to new heights. 


